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Abstract: This paper describes the possibilities of variable selection in large-scale
industrial systems. It introduces knowledge-based, data-based and model-based
methods for this purpose. As an example, Case-Based Reasoning application for
the evaluation of the web break sensitivity in a paper machine is introduced. The
application uses Linguistic Equations approach and basic Fuzzy Logic. The indica-
tor combines the information of on-line measurements with expert knowledge and
provides a continuous indication of the break sensitivity. The web break sensitivity
defines the current operating situation at the paper mill and gives new information to
the operators. Together with information of the most important variables this predic-
tion gives operators enough time to react to the changing operating situation.
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1 Introduction
Data-driven modelling requires always variable selection or grouping. In small systems, expert
knowledge gives a clear basis for the variable selection since possible interactions and causal effects
are known fairly well. In these cases, few modelling alternatives can be compared interactively. Variable
selection becomes important when the number of variables increases, especially when normal process
data is used. As a model should include a reasonable number of variables, a modular approach based on
variable grouping provides a better process insight, which makes the model assessment easier.
In practical cases, variable selection is necessary either because it is computationally infeasible to
use all available variables, or because of estimation problems when limited data samples with a large
number of variables are present.
Variable grouping means finding feasible groups and combinations of variables for modelling. It is
closely connected to data clustering since the interactions can depend on the operating area. In large-scale
systems, the number of possible variable combinations becomes easily very large, e.g. the case models
of the web break indicator included originally 24 variables, which mean 2024 alternative three variable
combinations. The newest version has 72 variables leading to 59,640 three variable groups, 1,028,790
four variable groups and 13,991,544 five variable groups. Most of these alternatives are useless, and
therefore, methods for selecting reasonable variables for modelling are crucial.
There is a lot of recent literature on variable selection and both model and data-based techniques
are in use. Spectroscopic data, multi-sensor systems, multivariate analysis and modelling of large-scale
systems seem to require efficient methods for variable selection. Four different methods for variable
selection U˝ genetic algorithm, iterative PLS, uninformative variable elimination by PLS and interactive
variable selection for PLS - in partial least square (PLS) regression are studied and compared to a calibra-
tion made with manually selected wavelengths in [1]. The application is NIR analysis of pharmaceutical
tablets. It has been found that multiresolution analysis (Haar wavelets) pre-processing before variable
selection leads to simpler models with lower errors than single-wavelength selection in NIR data [2].
Wavelength selection for process monitoring has also been done using genetic algorithms (GA) cou-
pled with a curve resolution method (OPA) [3]. Variable selection is also an important topic in using
multiway methods in modelling NIR spectra from a pharmaceutical batch process [4]. NIR analysis of
sugar cane juice has utilized partial least squares (PLS) pruning for variable selection [5]. UV-VIS and
NIR spectrometry of oils takes advantage of the successive projections algorithm (SPA) in large-scale
variable selection [6].
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Quantitative structureU˝activity relationship (QSAR) studies require also sophisticated methods for
variable selection. There is a report on applying multi-objective genetic programming (GP) to the HEPT
data and constructing the nonlinear QSAR model using counter-propagation (CP) neural network with
the selected variables [7]. Particle swarm optimizer (PSO) applies for the same purpose and the com-
parison with GP is in [8]. Norinder [9] reports also on the use of support vector machine (SVM) in
QSAR. Statistical parametric mapping (SPM), relying on the general linear model and classical hypoth-
esis testing, is a benchmark tool for assessing human brain activity using data from fMRI experiments
[10]. Prediction-based variable selection has reported to give 82 % success rate in Quantitative Struc-
tureU˝Property Relationship models (QSPR) based on in vivo bloodU˝brain permeation data [11].
In multi-sensor systems, variable selection problem originates from two reasons: the high dimen-
sionality in the data used is due to a high number of sensors or many features extracted, or both. Fuzzy
ARTMAP classifier analyses the results from a 12-element gas sensor array [12, 13]. Fast wavelet trans-
form is useful in feature selection before calibration in stripping voltammetry [14].
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a well-known method for variable selection. Testing of load-
ings and their estimated standard uncertainties are used to calculate significance on each variable for each
component [15]. Variable selection can also mean identifying a k-subset of a set of original variables
that is optimal for a given criterion that adequately approximates the whole data set [16]. The appli-
cation of Principal Component Regression to the trajectories of the process variables (block-wise PCR)
has given straightforward results without requiring a deep knowledge of the process [17]. In this case,
variable selection methods and technical information of the process has allowed the process variables
most correlated with the final quality be revealed.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been proposed recently for many applications including variable
selection for multivariate calibration, molecular modelling, regression analysis, model identification,
curve fitting, and classification. GAŠs are also incorporated with Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) for
key variable identification for trouble-shooting problems of the Tennessee Eastman process [18]. GA and
simulated annealing have also been combined for reduction in the number of variables in neural network
models [19]. Two other approaches for the selection of variables in neural networks are in [20] and [21].
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 concerns with knowledge-based variable selection and
grouping, Section 3 with variable grouping with data analysis and Section 4 with model-based variable
selection. The case-based reasoning system for evaluating paper machine web breaks is shortly revisited
in Section 5.
2 Knowledge-based variable selection
Knowledge can be used in decreasing the number of variables. For example, if we have a case with
10 process variables and group them in all possible groups with three, four and five variables, we end up
to 582 groups. If we can, based on the process knowledge, include variable 1 in all groups with three
variables, variable 10 in all groups with four variables, and variables 5 and 6 in all groups with five
variables, we have 176 groups to analyse. This means that using process knowledge has decreased the
number of alternatives by 70 percent.
Some variable combinations should be avoided, e.g. calculated variables should not be used together
with the variables used in calculating them. Also a group containing a controlled variable and its set-
point is not usually appropriate. These problems are avoided by defining the inappropriate groups as
non-groups, i.e. as variables groups, which should not be a part of any acceptable variable group.
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3 Variable grouping with data analysis
Correlation is a statistical technique which can show whether and how strongly pairs of variables
are related. Binary correlations and their combinations are used in pruning the set of acceptable groups
defined by the domain expertise. For forecasting models, input variables should have a high correlation
with the output variables, but a low one with each other. For case detection, causality is not always
as clear: there is nor necessarily any definite output variable i.e. also groups where several variables
have a high correlation between each other are acceptable. This sets new requirements for the model
assessment.
In practical cases, the results from correlation analysis are improved with appropriate filtering and us-
ing correct time delays between the variables. Calculation of moving averages, medians and value ranges
includes already a time delay, which depends on the calculation window and the applied methodology.
Nonlinear scaling is the essential feature in using Linguistic Equations method [22]. It improves
the correlation analysis of curvilinear relationships, since the correlation analysis is a linear method.
Finding patterns in data with high dimension is difficult. However, in data sets with many variables,
groups of variables often move together as they are measuring the same phenomena. A host of clustering
approaches helps in digging out these interactions.
As shown in Introduction, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a conventional method to decrease
the dimensionality in data without losing the information stored in the correlated variables. It searches
for new fewer linear combinations of the original variables that explain the most of the variance of the
original data. These linear combinations can be viewed as a linear transformation to the hyperplane
defined by the principal components or a rotation and a stretch that transform original data to a new bias.
Principal components are calculated by defining the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix or utilizing
the singular value decomposition. Usually, only few first principal components (2 or 3) are used U˝ they
are enough to explain most of the variance in the data set. There are also extensions in the basic methods
that apply for analyzing time trajectories.
4 Model-based variable selection
Isokangas and Ruusunen [23] describe the automated procedure for finding interactions between
variables from large datasets. This occurs systematically by constructing simple dynamic model candi-
dates with complete input combinations for data segments of the varying and sliding window size. The
final analysis goes on according to the structure properties of the best candidate models.
Model candidate construction, validation and testing proceed in the following way: the half of all
available data is used in training and validation so that model candidates are constructed systematically
from the beginning of data with selected data window size. After a data window has been used for
training, the window of the same size is taken for validation. The procedure uses a partly overlapping data
window. For example, if the data window is 400 minutes, first models are constructed using training data
from 1 - 400 minutes and data from 401 - 800 for validation of a model candidate under evaluation. Next,
all model candidates are constructed using training data from 201 - 600 and validation data from range
601 - 1000 minutes. To define the right size of training data, different window sizes are systematically
tested at this stage. Models are evaluated with the correlation coefficient and RMS-error measure using
validation data. Best models are further tested with independent testing data, which is another half of
available data.
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5 Paper mill example
Paper web breaks commonly account for 2-7 percent of the total production loss, depending on the
paper machine type and its operation. This could mean 1.5 million euros lost annually at a single paper
machine. According to statistics only 10-15 percent of web breaks have a distinct reason. The most of
the indistinct breaks are due to dynamical changes in the chemical process conditions.
The main area of interest in the indicator development is the paper making process before the actual
paper machine. This includes also the short circulation and the wet end of the paper machine. In this
area, the paper making process is typically non-linear with many, long delays that change in time and
with process conditions, there are process recycles at several levels, there are closed control loops, there
exist factors that can not be measured and there are interactions between physical and chemical factors.
Also several different paper grades are produced with different production conditions and operating
parameters.
This Section shows how to combine on-line measurements and expert knowledge in paper machine
modelling in developing the sensitivity indicator for paper web breaks [24]. The indicator would give the
process operators a continuous indication of the web break sensitivity in an easily understandable way.
Being able to indicate the break risk would give a possibility to react on changes of the break sensitivity
in time and therefore avoid breaks.
5.1 Experimental data
The actual measurements from a paper machine were used. The main interest was in paper machine
variables and the variables just before the paper machine. The final selection of variables used expert
knowledge and altogether 73 variables (72 variables + information on the break occurrence) were studied.
These variables were supposed to influence on paper web breaks.
The measurements were collected from the mill automation system during normal operation and no
special test runs were made. The measurements were used as such to retain their information content,
and, on the other hand, to keep the application as simple as possible. Only a simple filtering was added to
the indicator software to make rapid changes slower and to cut the outliers from the data. The measure-
ment data was divided into periods of 24 hours. Further the data sets were classified into five categories,
depending on how many breaks there were in one day: no breaks (0), a few breaks (1−2), normal (3−4),
many breaks (5−6) and a lot of breaks (> 6).
5.2 Reasons for web breaks
Different statistical methods were used, but reliable correlations between single variables and web
breaks did not exist. Therefore, the only way to proceed was the classification and modelling of break
situations to find out differences between operating situations leading to breaks. Case-Based Reasoning
was used for the identification of different operating situations instead of trying to predict a single break
occurrence.
Identified operating situations contain information about how many breaks there will be in the near
future and this information is given to the process operators as the web break sensitivity. The identifica-
tion is performed using Linguistic Equation approach and Fuzzy Logic [24].
5.3 Correlation analysis
Before modelling, correlation analysis was used in order to find out binary interactions between
different process variables. The basic tool used for these analyses was Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
The correlation exceeding 0.6 was considered worth mentioning. According to this analysis, correlation
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varies quite a lot with time. The variation in correlation rates is due to the usage of normal on-line
measurements, which include the effects of different control operations.
The most important result of this analysis was that interactions vary in different operating situations,
and the number of breaks also varies with time, and this was the basis for different case models. Due to
different interactions, also different variables became important in different operating situations.
5.4 Model-based variable grouping
The web break sensitivity indicator was developed as a Case-Based Reasoning type application with
Linguistic Equations approach and Fuzzy Logic [24]. The case base contains case models with different
number of breaks. A new case is presented to the system as a collection of on-line measurements. The
indicator compares the new case to the examples in the case base and uses the information of the best
fitting case to calculate the predicted break sensitivity. As output the system gives numerical value for
the predicted amount of breaks [24, 25]. Figure 1 shows the principal structure of the case base, and
Figures 2 and 3 the different stages of Case-Based Reasoning.
Figure 1: Structure of the Case Base [25].
Figure 2: The structure of RETRIEVE and REUSE stages [25].
The Case Base of this application contains modelled example cases classified according to the num-
ber of related breaks. Models consist of equations that are stored as simple numerical matrices, which
are indexed with break class information and number of examples in class. Equations itself describe the
interactions between 3-5 variables. The variables in equations are found using a partly knowledge-based,
partly model-based grouping technique.
For complex systems, a set of alternative variable groups are generated and models created with these
groups. Process knowledge can be used in defining these groups. Another approach is to generate all
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possible groups containing three, four or five variables and modelling them. Groups can also contain
different number of variables.
Correlation analysis has also use in grouping. It should be noted that for prediction the input variables
should have a high correlation with the output variable, but a low one with each other. For state detection,
causality is not clear, and the group where all variables correlate with each other are acceptable. Here,
however, the limitations given in Section 2 must be taken into account.
Groups with three, four or five variables can be generated automatically with FuzzEqu Toolbox [22].
The generation of the alternatives is based on groups with three variables: all groups with four variables
have one variable in common, and all groups with five variables have two variables in common. The
subsets of the variables and the common variables in the groups with four or five variables can be based
on process knowledge.
Figure 3: The structure of REVISE and RETAIN stages [25].
5.5 Some feedback U˝ importance of parameters
After modelling, the importance of variables was analysed based on the occurrence of variables in
case models. This was also considered as a useful tool to reveal less important variables not included in
the models. For the operating personnel, the list of importance might give some new information about
which variables are responsible for different operating problems. There is also some difference in the
collection of important variables between cases with different number of breaks.
The user interface presents continuously the six variables that best describe the current operating
situation. These are simply the variables of the two best fitting equations of the best fitting case. In
addition to these, also the most important variable of the best fitting case model is presented with a trend
value of 8 hours. The variables are presented with their current measurement values marked with colours
as normal, low or high and very low or very high. This information gives the process operators useful
information of the current process conditions together with the reason for the current break sensitivity
level.
The follow-up of the variable importance can lead to the need to update the whole system. The system
updating is a straightforward task, all though time consuming when the whole case base is changed. A
single model with 73 variables takes only few minutes to build. The same time is required for validation
and tuning and it makes altogether 15 to 20 minutes. The updating of the system with 40 cases could
take the working hours of two days. However, the automation of these tasks makes this time shorter.
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6 Summary and Conclusions
This paper has considered possibilities to variable selection in large-scale industrial systems. It
introduced knowledge-based, data-based and model-based methods for this purpose. As an example,
Case-Based Reasoning application for the evaluation of the web break sensitivity in a paper machine
was introduced. The application was build with Linguistic Equations approach and basic Fuzzy Logic.
The Case Base of the system contains models of example cases with different number of breaks. A
new case is presented to the system as a collection of on-line measurements. The indicator compares the
new case to the examples in the case base and uses the information of the best fitting case to evaluate
the break sensitivity. The latest version of the indicator operates with a case base of 40 example models.
Although the size of this case base is rather small, the results have been considerably good compared to
the real break sensitivity.
The indicator combines the information of on-line measurements with expert knowledge and pro-
vides a continuous indication of the break sensitivity. The web break sensitivity defines the current
operating situation at the paper mill and gives new information to the operators. The web break sensitiv-
ity is presented as a continuous signal with information of the actual web breaks as a trend of 8 hours.
The trend shows how the situation has developed and the current value gives the prediction for next 24
hours if the situation stays as it is now. Together with information of the most important variables this
prediction gives operators enough time to react to the changing operating situation.
The variable selection and grouping utilize knowledge-based and model-based approaches. Auto-
matic group and model generation makes also the interactive variable selection possible.
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